
Job Title Description Weekly pay
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Universal Basic Income $200.00

Tama tu, tama ora $400.00

Tohunga $625.00

Class Captain $400.00

Brand Manager $200.00

Celebration
Coordinator

$200.00

KonMari Organizing
Specialist

$200.00

Visual Display Artist $200.00

Athletic Trainer $200.00

Bouncer $200.00

Clerk $200.00

DJ $200.00

Historian $200.00

Horticulturalist $200.00

Marketing assistant $200.00

Meteorologist $200.00

Minecraft Mentor $200.00

Motivational Speaker $200.00

Waste Management $200.00

Tech Support $200.00

Trap checker $200.00

Worm Wrangler $200.00

Yogi $200.00

Rewards Manager $200.00

A small but guaranteed income for  everyone in the class. It is enough to cover the basic costs
of electricity, wifi, and desk rent that toal $150 per week.
This is in addition to the universal basic income. "He who works lives". You are competent and
proficient at your job. You always meet expectations and are reliable in completing set tasks.
This is in addition to the universal basic income and assumes you met the criteria for 'Tama tu,
tama ora'. You are an expert at your job. You take up opportunities to extend your learning
outside the classroom (having your Inquiry published, Maths and Science competitions etc)
These are decided by students applying for and then having a class vote. The Class captains will
manage these other jobs deducting from people’s banqer accounts if the job has not been
completed. Can also perform jobs for students who are absent. They also act as the class
banker and have special access to the classroom bank account.
Is responsible for designing a new Google Classroom banner each week.

Responsible for celebrating student birthdays throughout the year in inexpensive, unique, and
memorable ways, such as drawing a cartoon of the person, invite a singing of happy birthday,
etc.
Ensures tables and desks are straight at the beginning of each class and all classroom supplies
are organized; based on the Mari Kondo method of organizing.
Makes and/or finds posters for the class. Arranges where they are placed. Cleans board at the
end of class.
Reminds the class to take a moment to stand up, move around, and stretch inbetween double
lessons. Is in charge of students completing pushups if they have earned them.
Check that the right people are lining up outside and those that have privileges can come inside.

Hand out papers and resources to the class. Also is in charge of lending pens and paper for
those students who haven't come prepared. Needs to record borrowing on a class list.
Develops and maintains a class playlist by getting suggestions from classmates.  Can suggest
a 'feature artist' or other themed playlist to be played in class.
Shares information once a week about events that have taken place on a given day in history.
Will share findings once a week.
Ensures the plants of the classroom are watered appropriately.

Will take at least one photo or video each week  and add to the class photo album. Suggests to
teacher which images should appear on the class web page.
Provides a brief weather report for the week at the beginning of the first class of the week and
share any info about any interesting / important weather stories in current events.
Assist teacher and students with all things Minecraft including suggesting activities to be done
with the class.
Starts class time once a week with a short positive thought, quote, or joke for the day. Should
have this prepared beforehand and run it by your teacher.
In charge of recycling bins, make sure landfill and recycling is in the right bin. Is also in charge of
soft plastics collection and aluminium can collection.
Assists with classroom technology. Involves helping the students (or teacher) solve technical
problems, usually by Googling a solution quickly.
Reminds the teacher to check the rat trap and has a supply of bait for it (mostly from asking
other students for donations...)
Ensures the class worms are well fed and looked after. Can collect fruit/vegetable foods scraps
from Hospitality.
Leads each class with a moment of mindfulness breathing and/or stretching at the start of
Period 5 (after lunch)
In liason with the Class captains and teach, the rewards manager organises rewards auction
(e.g. pizza) and other items that students can spend their hard earned cash.


